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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to briefly review some of the principals of ideal tooth shape and morphology and demonstrate how to use tooth reshaping through enameloplasty to treat and finish orthodontic cases to much more esthetic conclusions. This paper demonstrates the significant improvement to a smile orthodontists can achieve if they understand the principles of dental esthetics. In assessing smile design, the patient must be evaluated in three dimensions, and both dental and skeletal components must be considered. Expanded documentation in the form of frontal, profile, and oblique images taken both at rest and on dynamic smile permits the dentist to evaluate these elements without cephalometric radiography.

CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE

Interdisciplinary treatment has expanded to include not only soft tissue assessment of the periodontal components of the dentition and smile, but also of the face as well. The next level of esthetic enhancement certainly will include facial proportionality as a key component in our patient evaluation. This paper expands the diagnostic vision of the dentist to include facial proportions and interrelationships of hard and soft tissues to improve diagnosis and treatment of the dental and facial esthetics.


The patient in this paper represents a different type of problem from the patient in Part 1 but also required esthetic finishing with tooth reshaping, which is why it has been selected. There is an interesting story in the management of her treatment. The patient in Figure 1 had her first treatment finished by the author 10 years previously. I remember that at the time I was not particularly pleased with the outcome both from the occlusal or smile esthetics standpoints, and admittedly was unsure of what to do about it at the time. Ten years later, I recalled the patient for further evaluation because I had gained a better understanding of the esthetic and functional issues with implications in her case. Her smile was unesthetic because the anterior teeth were noticeably flared along with other issues we will describe in more detail. Her profile (Figure 2) was characterized by unbalanced upper lip support (less prominence than the lower lip), a high nasal tip, and nice skeletal balance. This is an important observation since we felt that extraction and retraction of teeth to upright them might result in accentuating the lack of support of the upper lip and an unappealing nasolabial angle. Because of these profile reasons, I felt that extraction treatment was not indicated.
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The close-up smile evaluation (Figure 3) demonstrated proclined (flared) maxillary incisors, incomplete incisor display on smile, and a flat smile arc. In general, incisor flare can be a result of many factors including (1) maxillary tooth size excess, (2) a skeletal pattern with flat maxillary and palatal planes relative to the mandibular plane and the face, and (3) orthodontic proclination of anterior teeth to accommodate crowding without tooth extraction. How can the clinician discern what is the etiology of flared incisors, and thus the appropriate treatment? This is an orthodontic paper, so the reader would suspect some cephalometric description, but that is not the case. Careful observation and examination of the patient provides the answer.¹

Figure 4 represents the patient’s oblique smile, an image we routinely recommend for reasons well illustrated by this case.² The oblique smile picture clearly shows the flare and angulation of the maxillary incisors better.
than any cephalogram or other clinical image. The close-up frontal smile image and close-up oblique smile image are also images that we routinely acquire. While the frontal close-up images are commonly taken in dental and orthodontic practice, the oblique smile is rarely taken. The close-up frontal and oblique smile picture permits scrutiny of incisor angulation, incisor display and smile arc characteristics (Figure 5).

TOOTH SIZE ISSUES

In this patient, overjet was 4 mm, while the posterior occlusion was Class I. Her anterior alignment was good, but the maxillary incisor flare resulted in excessive overjet (Figure 6). The posterior occlusion was acceptable (Figure 7), but the posterior interdigitation was not as detailed as we would have liked. We were puzzled as to why the cuspids were in a solid Class I relationship, but the molars were in a Class III relationship with slight crossbite was present.

Our diagnostic methodology includes evaluation of each aspect of the described occlusal and esthetic problems. Let us illustrate this principle by addressing the problem of overjet and its potential etiologies. We describe overjet as being a function of 3:

1. Mandibular deficiency
2. Maxillary dental alveolar protrusion
3. Mandibular dental retrusion
4. Incisor proclination
5. Tooth size excess (which includes either excess maxillary tooth mass, or insufficient mandibular tooth mass)

Cephalometrics is not critical for making a judgment on the etiology of the overjet. The patient’s profile does not reflect either mandibular deficiency or maxillary dental alveolar protrusion. Incisor proclination was the cause of the overjet created by the disproportionate and excessive maxillary tooth size.
It is important to note in Figure 8 that while 4mm of overjet was present, the lower incisors were actually in contact with the cingulae and marginal ridges of the maxillary incisors, which would prevent orthodontic retraction without premolar extraction; but extraction and retraction of incisors was contraindicated because of the occlusion and the facial profile.

One of the downsides of the extraction choice is that we do not get to choose the exact amount of tooth mass removal needed to match the specific problem. In other words, if we have 5mm of crowding, two premolar extractions create approximately 15mL of space. The 5mm is used to address the crowding, and the remaining space must be closed but is not critical to the crowding issue. We realized that this patient has both maxillary tooth size discrepancy and mandibular tooth mass excess resulting in projection and flare of both maxillary and mandibular incisors.

Microesthetic evaluation revealed:

1. Maxillary central incisor width of 9.0 mm and height 9.5 mm. The contact was superiorly placed, resulting in a large incisal embrasure. Because of the high contact, the connector represented only 30% in length, while 50% is the generally accepted value.

This case differs from the case in Part 1 of this series because while most of us are intimately familiar with the “black triangular hole” or excessive gingival embrasure, this case has an incisal embrasure problem. What I did not recognize in treatment of this case was the width of the teeth, their shape, and their cumulative contribution to the inadequate outcome.

To the patient, the large incisal embrasure represents a space, when in reality the teeth are actually in contact with each other with no space. Treatment in this case no longer requires only a quantitative assessment of the embrasures, contacts, and connectors, but also an appreciation of the shape and form of the incisors. The anatomy of her maxillary central incisors was esthetically compromised by the width of the tooth between contacts being wider than the incisal edge, resulting in excessive incisal embrasures and short connectors (Figure 9). To attain a better shape, either restorative material had to be added to eliminate the incisal embrasures, or reshape the width of the teeth at the contact level, narrowing it to more closely approximate the incisor width. This will be illustrated clearly in the stepwise progression of this case.

**TREATMENT SEQUENCE**

Step 1: We aligned the teeth so that root divergence was as ideal as possible before any decisions were made as to what teeth need reshaping, and how much.
Step 2: Addressing the contacts and incisal embrasures, we utilized the fine needle carbide to lengthen the connector and lower the contact (Figure 10). Because the maxillary central and laterals were similarly shaped, the lateral incisors were reshaped (Figure 11).

Step 3: Once the connector lengths were established, rounding of the line angles was performed (Figure 12).

Step 4: Orthodontic appliances with elastomeric chain closed the space created by the tooth reshaping. Because the lower incisors were in close proximity to the cingulae of the upper incisors, overjet reduction was going to be limited by how much space was available for retraction. Therefore, tooth size reduction in the lower arch was also required (Figure 13). We want to point out that the orthodontic space closure was performed on round wire which allowed the bracket to rotate around the round wire, uprighting and extruding them to increase incisor display and attain a more consonant smile arc while reducing incisor flare (Figure 14).

After the maxillary and mandibular space was closed, the overjet was resolved and more desirable tooth proportionality achieved (Figure 15). The patient’s final smile (Figure 16) reflected great improvement with greater incisor show on smile and the severely flared teeth now uprighted. The close-up smile (Figure 17) and oblique smile (Figure 18) also demonstrated this improvement, and the intraoral pictures reflected an improved occlusion because of our ability to normalize the tooth size discrepancy in both arches (Figure 19).
FIGURE 14. Orthodontic space closure was performed on round wire which allowed the bracket to rotate around the round wire, uprighting and extruding them to increase incisor display and attain a more consonant smile arc while reducing incisor flare.

FIGURE 15. At the completion of treatment, more desirable tooth proportionality was achieved.

FIGURE 16. The patient’s final smile with increased incisor show on smile and uprighted incisors.

FIGURE 17. The close-up smile also reflected an improved smile arc.

FIGURE 18. The oblique smile demonstrates the uprighted incisors and reduction in proclination.

FIGURE 19. The final occlusion was improved as the tooth sizes were more proportionate.
Proclined appearing incisors can be dental in origin and skeletal, which makes the correct diagnosis and appropriate treatment even more challenging. How do we make the determination as to the underlying etiology of the incisor proclination? For example, the 19-year-old patient in Figure 20 had concerns about her overall appearance. The profile was concave, and in terms of the Angle classification, we tend to call it a “Class III” profile. The Angle classification is a dental system of classification, never intended to describe skeletal relations. Spacing was present in addition to a lack of tooth display on smile. Lower facial rotational characteristics are best visualized on the oblique facial view.
appearance. The macroesthetic evaluation is important in leading us to the correct diagnosis. Our patient’s facial proportions were characterized by a short lower face (often associated with vertical maxillary deficiency) with inadequate lip support for a 19-year-old. She was referred by her dentist for evaluation of her smile esthetic presentation (Figure 21) with spacing present and lack of tooth display on smile. The profile (Figure 22) provided an important clue: it was concave with a Class III appearance. The Angle classification was inadequate since it describes only the anteroposterior position of the teeth and was never intended to define jaw relationships. In this case, using the Angle classification we tend to think in terms of the mandible being too large or the maxilla too small. Therefore, our plan most likely would involve movement of the maxilla forward or the mandible back. An article by Ackerman et al.4 was intended to define skeletal relations in a more comprehensive way than a profile approach. While her midface was deficient relative to the mandible, the overall skeletal pattern really represented a counterclockwise pitch of the lower face. This is best visualized on the oblique view (Figure 23). By facilitating our visual evaluation of the spatial orientation of the maxillary and palatal occlusal planes (Figure 24 a–c), the oblique view is important in distinguishing the skeletal incisor flare problem from the dental one. As a result of the vertical and rotational skeletal pattern, her anterior tooth display on smile (Figure 25) was only 4 mm, with the crown height measured at 10 mm. Her smile arc was also nonconsonant or flat.5–9 The oblique smile images (Figure 26) reflect the flare of the maxillary incisors as a result of the counterclockwise positioning of the maxillary occlusal and palatal planes.

Our treatment started with orthodontic preparation for a surgical plan of maxillomandibular occlusal plane rotation in a clockwise direction.10–12 A Lefort I osteotomy of the maxilla was performed with anterior...
downgraft, thus changing the pitch of the maxilla. The amount of anterior downgraft was determined as follows:

1. Only 5 mm of maxillary incisor was displayed on smile
2. The incisor crown height was 10 mm
3. Therefore, the anterior maxilla was downgrafted 5 mm to attain full incisor display on smile

Surgery on the mandible was also performed to achieve clockwise rotation in concert with the maxillary movement. Both jaws were advanced to increase the lip support, and a rhinoplasty performed simultaneously with the osteotomies. The purpose of the rhinoplasty was twofold: (1) her nose was already wide and maxillary advancement results in further widening of the nasal base. Rhinoplasty was indicated so the esthetics of the midface was not compromised by the orthognathic surgery, and (2) the rhinoplasty would
improve the esthetics of the face whether she was having orthognathic surgery or not. Think about it for a minute, the biggest risk for the patient in jaw surgery is the anesthesia. So our philosophy is to maximize the risk/benefit ratio of the procedure rather than to do the least.

The final facial appearance was much more youthful and appealing since the facial dimensions were more appropriate (Figure 27). The advancement of both jaws greatly enhanced resting lip support (Figure 28 a, b) and anterior downgraft of the maxilla resulted in full incisor display on smile (Figure 29). The smile arc was enhanced by tipping the curvature of the anterior sweep of the maxillary teeth to better match the curvature of the lower lip (Figure 30). The final profile was much more esthetic with anteroposterior balance of the maxilla and mandible along with improved facial proportions (Figure 31).

CONCLUSION

In assessing a patient’s smile, the patient must be evaluated in three dimensions, and both dental and skeletal components must be considered. The simple recognition of unesthetically flared anterior teeth may have more than simple etiologies, and differential diagnosis and careful examination are required for any treatment decision. Expanded documentation in the form of frontal, profile, and oblique images taken both at rest and on dynamic smile permits the dentist to evaluate these elements without cephalometric radiography.

Interdisciplinary treatment also has expanded to include not only soft tissue assessment of the periodontal components of the dentition and smile, but of the face as well. The next level of esthetic enhancement certainly will include facial proportionality as a key component in our patient evaluation.
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